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TRANSPARENT FOAMER BOTTLE 150ML FOR DEEP CLEAN

The ‘foamy’ bottle allows you to dispense cleaning foam 
directly onto your cloth, hand or surface! It is designed to work 
with very diluted detergents or other cleaners.

APPLICATIONS 

Excellent for treating fingerprints, small individual marks and 
general grime.

The bottle is refillable and re-useable. The manufacturer 
has tested the mechanism and found that they last for up to 
12,000 pumps! 

DIRECTIONS

Products that work best with the foamy bottle are Neutral Sols, 
or Ecover washing up liquid. 

• The solution needs to be very thin with a consistency 
similar to water

• As a general guideline, dilute your detergent by 
approximately 2 - 4 times, i.e. a ratio of 1:4 

• The foam works by acting directly on the mark you need 
to clean

• Trial the bottles and keep a record of your experiments 
until you find the best dilution and foaminess for your 
needs

Neutralseife does work with the foamy bottle but the consistency 
must be correct to prevent the foamer from blocking.

CLEANING

TROUBLESHOOTING

No foam - Is the detergent diluted 
enough? 
If it is too thick it can permanently damage 
the mechanism. Always good to get the 
dilution ratio worked out first.

It’s not working now - Is the pump 
clogged?
Tiny particles can cause havoc. Empty the 
container, clean the pump screen and flush 
with water. 

It won’t pump foam
Avoid allowing water into the air 
compartment. Do not clean the pump 
under running water or by submerging it 
in water. If it begins to stick, simply turn 
upside down (like an aerosol paint can) 
and pump it a couple of times.

Product  I LELT170
Size 150ml bottle


